June 27, 2022

The Chicken or the Egg?

We are taking a pause from our Brevity Series to do a deeper dive into the fair market valuation of
financial markets. We’ve frequently observed that most bear markets are caused by recessions. Bear
markets that aren’t the result of a recession have been caused by unexpected macro shocks such as
wars or pandemics. Our observation that recessions cause bear markets is derived from analyzing prior
bear markets. We perform a regression analysis, bear markets are the dependent variable (Y) and
recessions are the independent variable (X). X forecasts Y. Regression analysis is used to understand
the relationship between 2 variables. For example, medical studies clearly show that the more
cigarettes someone smokes each day, the higher the probability of that person getting lung cancer.
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Please forgive us for using such an unpleasant example of how regression analysis works. We did so
to illustrate a relationship that is universally accepted as true. Also, there is no ambiguity regarding
what variable is the dependent variable and what variable is the independent variable. It’s not
logical that lung cancer causes cigarette smoking, therefore cigarette smoking is clearly the forecasting
(independent variable) and lung cancer is clearly the forecasted (dependent) variable. Regression
analysis of bear markets and recessions shows there is a clear and statistically significant relationship
between these 2 variables. It's widely accepted among market strategists and economists that
recessions cause bear markets. Lately, we've been wondering if it's also possible that a bear market
could cause a recession?
Which came first: the chicken or the egg? This is a metaphoric adjective we are all familiar with. The
question offers 2 possibilities, neither of which is the unambiguous truth. We continue to be confident
that it is the recession that causes the bear market, nevertheless, we suppose it’s possible that a bear
market might cause a recession. If consumer sentiment fell enough that it created enough doubt and
fear in consumers, consumer demand would drop as a result. There is no indication that this is currently
happening. The rapid indicators we look at show no signs of consumer demand slowing down.
So far, the current bear market is entirely attributable to a sharp valuation adjustment. Investors/traders
are the Bears. Bears have been selling stocks and driving price-to-forward earnings multiples
dramatically lower. Small and Mid Cap multiples have been cut in half. By historical standards, stocks
are very cheap.
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At the same time, industry analysts keep increasing their forecasts for future corporate earnings.
Industry analysts are the Bulls. The Bears have been beating up on the Bulls since the start of this year.
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The Bears argue that the Fed will need to crash the economy in order to get inflation under control, and
this will crush corporate earnings. They also argue inflation will not materially ease, therefore lower
multiples are justified since the present value of future earnings needs to be discounted at a higher rate
due to higher inflation. The Bulls argue that corporations can pass the majority of inflation onto the
consumer. Therefore, the impact on their bottom-line earnings is not that bad. Bulls also expect inflation
to moderate and observe that consumers still have plenty of excess personal savings to spend thanks
to the pandemic stimulus. Also, there is still a one trillion excess in the M2 money supply so consumers
can keep consuming, despite higher costs.
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Both the Bulls and the Bears make reasonable arguments that are worth exploring further. Let's start
with the Bear's argument.
Bears - Can the Fed successfully get inflation under control without crashing the economy and
corporate earnings (aka, soft landing)? Historically, the Fed has had mixed success in doing so. Mixed
failure might be more appropriate. To be fair, not all financial crises have been caused by the Fed. That
said, plenty of them are. The purple shaded areas show periods of Fed tightening. The Fed has failed
to orchestrate a soft landing during recent tightening periods. The 2000 and 2008 tightening periods
both ended with a significant recession. The Fed appeared to be orchestrating a successful soft landing
from 2016-2019 until the pandemic hit. We remain somewhat hopeful they will be successful during this
current tightening period. Productivity gains are helping corporations to retain their profit
margins, consumer credit is not overly extended (with the possible exception of housing), and there is
plenty of liquidity in the financial system. Additionally, many components of the CPI have peaked and
started to move lower, energy and housing prices are the obvious expectations. Although we will not
get our next reading of CPI until next month, oil prices have fallen 20% since May's reading and higher
mortgage rates have slowed home sales. The Fed is a long way from being able to declare success,
but failure also isn't imminent.
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Bulls - Industry analysts are pinning their hopes on inflationary pressures increasing corporate
revenues at a faster pace than it increases the cost of production. It should be noted that historically,
industry analysts have been too slow to downgrade their earnings outlook before a recession and too
slow to upgrade their earnings outlook as the economy emerges from a recession. We greatly prefer
looking at the forward consensus earnings (forecast of future earnings) instead of reported earnings.
Future earnings are obviously more important than past earnings in determining the direction of
financial markets. However, occasionally there is some benefit in looking at actual reported earnings.
They offer insight into whether industry analysts are on the right track.
2022 Q1 earnings have been fully reported. Unlike forecasted earnings, reported earnings aren't
subjective. These are the numbers reported to the IRS. These numbers are legally required to follow
the GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles). Here's what they show.
Q1 reported earnings solidly beat Industry analyst expectations. So at least for Q1, industry analysts
aren't delusional. Operating earnings per share were up 11.8% YOY, to a new record high of $219.60.
Revenues were up 13.6% YOY.
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Profit margins were also up 13.3% YOY. This is a really impressive and important number. The fear
among the Bears is that inflation will negatively impact profit margins by increasing production costs, in
particular labor costs. We have been arguing that this isn't the 70s. Most industries can control labor
costs by accessing the global labor force and also replacing expensive labor with technology. At least
for Q1, there is evidence that corporations are able to control their cost of production
and pass inflation through to the consumer.
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It appears there is still a ways to go before we get a broader consensus around future economic growth,
inflation, corporate earnings, and the Fed's response. Right now the Bulls and Bears are living in
different worlds, which likely means volatility will continue living in our world. We currently think the
Bears are overly pessimistic and the Bulls are overly optimistic. Our central theme remains that
economic growth will slow but not collapse and inflation will moderate but remain elevated. We are not
so much in the soft landing category but more so in the bumpy landing category. We currently don't
foresee a hard landing. In this scenario, we expect stocks to gradually recover and start to approach
their previous highs during 2023. We think 10-Year bond yields should continue fluctuating between
2.50% and 3.50%. We don't expect to see the dramatic rise in long-term interest rates that many are
calling for.
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Credit spreads have widened to reflect the economic concern of corporations defaulting on their
corporate debt. High Yield Bonds are now offering a 5.50% premium over 10-Year Government Bonds.
With the exception of the quick blip up at the start of the pandemic, that's the most attractive yield
spread investors have seen since 2015. Given our economic outlook, we will likely be closing our
current underweight allocation to High Yield. We expect credit spreads will remain consistent, and
eventually tighten, from their current levels.

We'd like to wish everyone a safe and wonderful July 4th weekend. We hope this break gives each of
you a chance to take a breather from your day-to-day routines.

The MMFS Team
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